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menu and select "Restore Module Config-New ECU". ... Input the PCM engineering number, enter the first (4) digits then select the box at the end of the. 
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Article No. 02-23-4



Engine Controls - DTC P1635 Set After PCM/IC Replacement



11/25/02 – 25 novembre 2002 Engine Controls - DTC P1635 Set After PCM/IC Replacement Service Procedure ENGINE CONTROLS - DTC P1635 SET AFTER PCM/IC REPLACEMENT - DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) - P1635 AND/OR P1639 PRESENT AFTER POWERTRAIN CONTROL MODULE (PCM) OR INSTRUMENT CLUSTER REPLACEMENT - GASOLINE ENGINE VEHICLES ONLY - LAMP - 4X4 LAMP ILLUMINATED AFTER POWERTRAIN CONTROL MODULE (PCM) OR INSTRUMENT CLUSTER REPLACEMENT GASOLINE ENGINE VEHICLES ONLY - SPEEDOMETER - INACCURATE AND/OR INOPERATIVE AFTER POWERTRAIN CONTROL MODULE (PCM) OR INSTRUMENT CLUSTER REPLACEMENT - GASOLINE ENGINE VEHICLES ONLY FORD: 1999-2002 MUSTANG 2000-2002 FOCUS 1999-2002 EXPEDITION, F-150 2000-2002 E SERIES 2001-2002 EXPLORER SPORT TRAC, EXPLORER SPORT, RANGER 2002 EXPLORER LINCOLN: 1999-2002 TOWN CAR, NAVIGATOR 2002 BLACKWOOD MERCURY: 2002 MOUNTAINEER Article 02-5-8 is being republished in its entirety to update the Service Procedure and to clarify build dates for Explorer. This article applies to all vehicles listed with the exception of 2002 Explorer. This article applies to 2002 Explorer (SLAP) St. Louis Assembly Plant built before 3/11/2002 and 2002 Explorer (LAP) Louisville Assembly Plant built before 3/4/2002 only. ISSUE Some vehicles may exhibit an inoperative or inaccurate speedometer, 4x4 lamp illuminated, and/or Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTCs) P1635 or P1639 present after a Powertrain Control Module (PCM) or Instrument Cluster replacement. This may be caused by the Vehicle Identification (VID) block that must be programmed when replacing the PCM. ACTION



As part of the calibration, there is an area referred to as the Vehicle Identification (VID) block. The VID block must be programmed when replacing the PCM. Failure to perform the proper Programmable Module Installation procedure may generate fault code: P1639 VID Block not programmed or is corrupt--P1635 Tire/Axle Out Of Acceptable Range. Refer to the following procedures to ensure the PCM is properly configured. OTHER APPLICABLE ARTICLES: NONE SUPERSEDES:-02-5-8 WARRANTY STATUS: INFORMATION ONLY OASIS CODES: 204000, 204100, 206000, 690000, 698298
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Engine Controls - DTC P1635 Set After PCM/IC Replacement



SERVICE PROCEDURE NGS Procedure "A" will prevent P1639/P1635 from setting. In the event either code is set, use one of the following NGS Procedures "B" or "C" or WDS Procedure "D" to ensure the PCM is properly configured. NOTE THE FOLLOWING NGS PROCEDURES MUST BE PERFORMED USING THE NGS FLASH CABLE. Procedure A - NGS PREFERRED Method To Prevent P1635/P1639 1. With the original PCM installed and using the NGS service card, select "Programmable Module Installation". 2. Select PCM from the module list. 3. Select "Retrieve Module Config-Old ECU". 4. After the Module data has been stored, install the new PCM, press CANCEL to return to the menu and select "Restore Module Config-New ECU". This procedure will retrieve the VID data from the original PCM and store it into the new PCM. If the original PCM will not communicate, install the new PCM and start the procedure over at Step 1. If the new PCM VID is blank, the NGS will direct you to contact the As-Built Data center during Step a above. Obtain As-Built Data from the Professional Technician Society (PTS) website and manually enter the PCM data from the As-Built Data sheet as the NGS asks for it. After the data has been entered, continue to Step 4 above. Procedure B - NGS Alternative Method 1. Using NGS service card, select "Service Bay Functions". 2.-Select PCM from the module list. 3. Select "Module Configuration". 4. Select "94-02 EECV & PTEC-By TSB". 5. Cycle ignition as directed by NGS. 6. Once the PCM initializes and the warning screen is displayed, Tire size/Axle, etc. can then be updated. Procedure C - If the VID block is not correctly programmed - but has some data stored in it, the NGS Service Function Card may not be able to configure the PCM due to the need to reprogram the module 1. Create an NGS Flash Card with the correct calibration (Tear Tag). 2. Start the reprogramming process. (you will be notified that the vehicle already has the latest calibration). 3. Select CANCEL - you will be given the opportunity to update PCM parameters (Vehicle ID block data). 4. Update the Vehicle ID block data and, it necessary, the NGS will continue to reflash the module.



Procedure D - WDS Procedure if proper Programmable Module Installation was not performed and P1639/P1635 is set Using WDS with B11 or later software and ignition in OFF position: 1. Connect WDS DLC cable to vehicle OBD II connector (lower center of dash). 2. Select "16 PIN", select "All others, except those below", press TICK. 3. Screen shows installation of cable, press TICK. 4. Screen tells you to turn Ignition ON, DO NOT TURN IGNITION ON. Press TICK. 5. Screen shows progress bar, then screens tells you WDS cannot communicate with the PCM and gives you a "YES" selection and a "NO" selection; select "NO". 6. Make sure the key is still OFF. Press TICK. 7. Screen then shows turn ignition ON, Now turn ignition to ON. 8. Screen shows "The PCM installed to this vehicle is blank". You will be prompted with a list of previous sessions to check if the vehicle was previously identified; press TICK. 9. Select "None of the above". 10. Screen shows "To enable WDS to reprogram the PCM with the correct calibration"; please enter the vehicle calibration number (7 digits) or the tear tag number (4 digits), press TICK. NOTE PCM ENGINEERING NUMBER, CALIBRATION NUMBER AND TEAR TAG NUMBER ARE FOUND ON THE PCM PLASTIC ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR (I.E PCM ENGINEERING NUMBER 1L5F-12A650-MB, TEAR TAG NUMBER RIH1). THE TEAR TAG NUMBER MAY ALSO BE FOUND ON A SQUARE WHITE TAG WITH BLACK LETTERS LOCATED ON THE RIGHT FRONT FENDER AREA NEAR WHERE THE FENDER MEETS THE COWL. 11. Input the PCM engineering number, enter the first (4) digits then select the box at the end of the part number and enter the last (2 or 3) digits of the part number; press TICK. 12. Screen shows "Set ignition switch to OFF", turn ignition OFF; press TICK. 13. Screen shows "Remove fuel pump relay and cooling fan relays to prevent electrical interference and battery drain". Press TICK 14. Screen shows "Is vehicle equipped with PATS: Yes or No?" Select correct answer, the screen shows "Please wait" and progress bar moving at bottom of screen. 15. Screen shows "Set ignition switch to ON" - turn ignition to ON. Screen then shows "Downloading data" with a progress bar. 16. Screen shows "Set Ignition switch to OFF", turn ignition OFF then press TICK. 17. Screen shows "This module requires some configuration settings"; manually select those parameters for your vehicle; press TICK. 18. Screen shows "Set Ignition to ON", turn ignition to ON; press TICK. 19. Screen shows selection of parameters: - 4X4 low range input - (PCM)? = Yes or No?



- Manual shift on the fly - (PCM)? = manual or not manual? - Tire size? = Selection of tire sizes - Axle Ratio? = Selection of axle ratios Choose the correct information for your vehicle; press TICK. NOTE EVEN THOUGH THE PARAMETER APPEARS CORRECTLY PROGRAMMED ON THE WDS SCREEN, YOU MUST MANUALLY RE-SELECT EACH ONE WITH THE CORRECT SELECTION OR WDS WILL NOT CORRECTLY PROGRAM THESE PARAMETERS. 20. Screen shows "Set ignition switch to OFF", turn ignition OFF; press TICK. 21. Screen shows "Set ignition switch to ON"; turn ignition ON. 22. Screen shows "Downloading data", then "Calibration has been loaded and checked"; press Tick. 23. Screen shows "Set ignition switch to OFF", turn ignition to OFF; press TICK. 24. Screen shows "Reinstall Fuel pump relay and cooling fan relays" - Reinstall fuel pump relay; press Tick. 25. Screen shows "Install calibration label press TICK. 26. Screen shows "Set ignition switch to ON"; turn ignition ON. 27. Screen shows "At least 2 PATS keys are programmed. PATS initialization is not required"; press TICK. 28. Screen shows "Set ignition switch to OFF"; turn ignition OFF. Disconnect WDS DLC cable from vehicle. Press the ICON at the bottom of the screen with the blue car and folder above it to return back to delete sessions menu. Delete the session and return to main screen on WDS. 29. PCM is now reprogrammed, start engine and confirm MIL light is off. Recheck for DTC's and confirm only P1000 is present. 30. Verify repair.
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IC Installation 

A Pop-up Window will appear as below. (Default : COM1/9600) ... If the display reads 'FM 87.5MHZ' the re-set was completed successfully. If not repeat the steps.
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IC - UserManual.wiki 

occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be ... to which the receiver is connected. â—‹ Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help ... noc
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IC - UserManual.wiki 

television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user ... Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.
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ic description 

TDA9361 : TV signal processor - Teletext decoder with embedded Âµ-Controller. TDA9381 : TV ... Linear RGB or YUV input with fast blanking for external RGB/YUV sources. .... ADC 1 : For program sorting in ATSS (High Impedance). Key-in. 7.
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T ic - tactemps 

riences et par chacun des modules de l'exposition. Les enfants ... le temps qui passe, lui permettre de construire une reprÃ©sent at ion de la notion de temp s.
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555 Timer IC 

cillator, the free running frequency and the duty cy- cle are both ... Operating Free Air Temperature Range .... flip-flop is set, releasing the short circuit across the.
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IC-756POR2 Service manual 

(RF-A unit, RL122, R123) attenuators via the antenna selec- tor (RL101). ...... R363. 7030003520 S.RESISTOR. ERJ3GEYJ 472 V (4.7 kÎ©). R380. 7030003560 ...
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IC-B21H .fr 

disconnec\ed Irc.-n ilS power soun::e. 3. 00 NOT ...... IC1 outputs off-phase components as pulse signals via pins 52, 53. ..... [MAIN SP) jack with an. L25, L27,.
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ICOM IC-2820 MenuList 

Sorry for any misspelling, English is not my native languish. If you find any errors, then please e-mail me: [email protected] ... 01 YOUR CALL SIGN MEMORY.
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IC - FCC ID 

2 nov. 2015 - (2) this device must accept any interference received, including ... cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be ...
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IC-756POR3 Service manual 

sweep generator. 7. ALWAYS connect a 50 dB to 60 dB attenuator between ...... filters to suppress the higher harmonic components. The amplified signal from ...Missing:
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IC Main Canopy Manual 

By using this parachute assembly, or allowing it to be used by others, the user waives any ... may enable the user of this parachute to reach speeds beyond those for which the ..... clean non contaminated water will remove most contaminants.
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IC-7100 SERVICE MANUAL 

C6103 4510010460 ELE. DXN-5R5H334U. C6104 4030017030 S.CER C1005 JB 1A 273K-T. B 143.0/60.9. C6105 4030019990 S.CER C1005 JB 1C 104K-T.
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xhe-dyna m ic 

EMBASE - Embase avec oreilles de fixation et tirants ou par faux-chÃ¢ssis intÃ©grÃ© limitant de la hauteur de l'installation. Disponible aussi, sur demande, en.
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FRkDE:R,IC .BASTIAT 

hcrasantes, cette tension perpetuelle vers un resultat im- possible, cet ...... Ben4fice tutal. On voit ici le multiplicateur (deuxieme colonne) ddcroitre sans cease,.
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Liasse fiscale IC 2000 

IC 2000. 4 0 2 7 8 7 2 3 8. 91374 VERRIERES LE BUISSON CEDEX. 1 2. 1 2 ..... et virements de poste Ã  poste. 3. IMMOBILISATIONS. CZ. KD. KG. KJ. KM. KP.
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fcc warning ic warning - UserManual.wiki 

Programming Instructions: 1) Turn vehicle ignition key to ON position, without starting engine (Key-On Engine-Off - Position "1"). 2) Insert Programmer into OBD ...
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IC-2725 Leaflet - Icom UK 

of the radio! HM-133, remote control microphone. The backlit .... OPC-589 MIC ADAPTER CABLE. Allows you to connect an 8-pin microphone. s OTHER ...
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82B715 IC bus extender - Lens 

Jan 9, 1998 - over long distances without degradation of system performance or .... is extracted from a full data sheet with the same type number and title. For.
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fcc warning ic warning - UserManual.wiki 

19) When last key fob is programmed with the ignition OFF, remove and ... aux CNR d'Industrie Canada applicables aux appareils radio exempts de licence.
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3D IC Chip access - eufanet 

Matthew LEFEVRE. Michael OBEIN. Jackie YANG â€¦ LASER Chip Access in 3D ICs â€¦ EUFANET. November 29, 2011. CONFIDENTIAL â€¦and other techniques ...
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fcc warning ic warning - UserManual.wiki 

If Green LED is not on, you may remove the Programmer and try again. 3) A Buzzer sounds for 1 second Indicating ready state for learning sequence - Press the ...
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Icom IC-7410 Service manual.pdf 

External SP connector : 2-conductor 3.5 (d) mm. (1â�„8â€³)/8 Î© .... AUDIO OUTPUT FROM THE SP/HEADPHONES ...... 5210001050 S.FUS ICP-S0.5TN. T ...... MS. 0. 104. VDDIN. T. 105. VDDINT. 1 0 6. GND. 107. VDDEXT. 108. SDCAS. 109.
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IC RF exposure ... - FCC ID 

Important Note: To comply with the FCC/IC RF exposure compliance requirements, a separation distance of at least 20 cm must be maintained between the antenna of this device and all persons. This device must not be co-located or operating in conjuncti
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